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e Stolen Bird  - e Bird Has Flown

How to explain my love of birds? People 

have asked me so oen to justify this love. 

What can I say?

I love, that’s all there is to it.

Paul Ardenne
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e idea of this exhibition took its 
roots within the pages of "How I am 
a Bird", the latest novel by Paul 
Ardenne. e artists of the Stolen 
Bird / e Bird has Flown, hand in 
hand – or leg in leg – with the 
curator, show us a few mental and 
formal representations that birds 
generate in us humans, from stories 
to drawing, from feathers to 
painting, from nests to sculptures, 
from song to cages, from 
hummingbird to nightingale, from 
Icarus to L39 Albatros.

e present Bird Journal is about 
bird stories. It’s about us.

On the occasion of the exhibition, the 

Musée de la Chasse et de la Nature of 

Paris is hosting the 19th session of 

VIDEO FOREVER (3 September 2014, 

7.30 pm) on the theme of Birds.

pharaonic Egypt to the winged compan‐

ions of Saint Francis of Assisi to Bran‐

cusi’s e Cock, birds have always occu‐

pied a privileged position among the 

artistic forms inspired by the animal 

kingdom, as they do in that kingdom it‐

self. e animalisation of artistic expres‐

sion represents both a tribute and a strat‐

egy, with the bird playing a role that is 

both cognitive and symbolic. Watching it 

live, appropriating its images or its feath‐

ers, man works out his own position 

among living beings, while consolidating 

his dominion.

e use of the bird #gure by contempo‐

rary artists is like contemporary art 

itself: diverse, diffracted, multiform and 

open. Far from the traditional stereo‐

types of freedom, lightness, travel or ro‐

manticism associated with the bird, it 

now serves contemporary artists’ more 

general ambition to probe the essence of 

life, whether biological, ecological or po‐

litical.

e exhibition "L'Oiseau volé" (Septem‐

ber 2014 at Galerie Vanessa Quang, in 

collaboration with Analix Forever) was 

inspired by Paul Ardenne’s new book 

“Comment je suis oiseau” Ed. Le 

Passage, 2014.

"L’Oiseau volé" takes as its theme the 

bird in contemporary art and, more pre‐

cisely, a certain use of the bird theme by 

artists today.

e aim of this exhibition is not, primar‐

ily, to glorify birds. e aim, rather, is to 

show how the bird can be an object for 

art, a way of talking about the state of the 

world and about our consciousness.

Animals have been part of artistic ex‐

pression since time immemorial. From 

the Palaeolithic age to the present day, 

animals have always accompanied man’s 

aesthetic conceptions and representa‐

tions of the world. From the holy ibis of
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Paul Ardenne

Nikolaj Bendix Skyum Larsen, Journey, 2006, animated neon, 92 cm x 100 cm, Edi‐

tion of 3, courtesy of the artist and Galerie Vanessa Quang

Dan Beudean, Untitled, 2012, graphite on paper mounted on wood, 21,5 x 15, 5 cm

e artists

"Comment je suis 
oiseau", by Paul 
Ardenne

Excerpts

e way we look at birds varies. Most of 

the time, we don’t pay them any atten‐

tion. Ah, birds. Or, rather: Yes, birds, so 

what? Sometimes, the gaze is honed, re‐

#ned by curiosity: Oh, those birds! Fol‐

lowing from there, knowledge may un‐

derpin the gaze and make it analytical: 

Ah, it’s a bearded vulture! A blue tit! An 

ibis!

My #rst relation to birds was “scopic.” 

Scopic? is rather unusual but mean‐

ingful term, which I take from 

aesthetics, designates a powerful vision, 

an optical seizure in which we almost 

abandon ourselves, our whole body, to 

the act of seeing, to what is seen. 

“Scopic” vision is a vision that is ab‐

sorbed by what it considers, one that is 

always very close to merging with the 

spectacle. It is not wonder, that sensation 

which forms on our face an O-shaped 

mouth and globulous staring eyes. It is, 

rather, the perfect gi: the gi of the self 

to what we are looking at, to that to 

which give ourselves to such a degree 

that we stop feeling our own body, and 

lose all matter, all physical existence.

at is how I have always looked at 

birds, ever since earliest childhood. 

Ceasing to exist at the sight.

If I am to tell the truth, it is even more 

than that. e “scopic” fervour into 

which my gaze melted at the sight of 

birds – it could be a majestic eagle or an 

ordinary sparrow: it didn’t matter – was 

not far from fascination, a fascination 

that, in keeping with the ordinary rule, I 

should have kept for all things transcen‐

dental or experimental in nature, from 

the universe of the in#nitely small to that 

of the in#nitely big, and to all technical 

matters: quarks, electrons, the sun, stars, 

galaxies, rockets, synthetic medicine, 

computers. In principle, these and no 

others were the obvious subjects of fasci‐

nation, undeniably fascinating subjects, 

more fascinating, in any case, than birds 

would be to a child born in the West, 

this home of obsessive experimenters, 

inventions and technological research in 

all things. Birds? Archaic beings, a biolo‐

gist will tell you. Relics of the nature that 

created them so long ago, born in the 

wake of the dinosaurs, well before man, 

tens of millions of years back, with a tiny 

little brain in a skull aired by empty 

areas. Remains of Natura naturans, and 

not much more.

And then there is the happiness of being 

and feeling oneself to be a bird. And 

love, too. It’s important, love. “Happiness 

and love…. If that is what you feel, I 

have nothing to add.” Birds had made 

me happy, were making me happy, you 

could bet on it, considers Ali Kazma. 

Watching them just for the pleasure of it, 

seeing them go about their life, following 

their &ight in the sky, listening to them 

morning and night in their mysterious 

confab at the coming or going of day‐

light. Picking up a feather they have shed 

and drawing it gently across your tem‐

ples or the palm of your hand. Observ‐

ing their sometimes very surprising nup‐

tial parades, if the chance arises. I was 

wonderstruck, enchanted, I felt nothing 

but joy at the sight of birds. “e truth is, 

I envy you Paul. It is a rare thing to be 

madly in love, or, to avoid hyperbole, to 

love exclusively. We all aspire to total 

love. I see that as the reason for mystical 

love, the love that can let you down, 

when you choose to adore with un‐

matched, limitless adoration, until the 

heart explodes with beatitude.”

e sun is rising. Soon it’ll be midday. 

e atmosphere is getting burning hot. 

e sky, high above the Bosphorus, is 

empty. I stare at this emptiness. I stop 

walking. I half-close my eyes. I wait. 

And I empty myself within, with the 

same emptiness as the Turkish sky, white 

with light. ere. A lark has appeared, 

between my eyelids. Standing out clearer 

and clearer against the white sky, like a 

speck of coffee on the milk. I say to it, 

within myself: “Open your wings now. 

Make them beat with all the energy of 

your pectorals. Start your still motion 

facing the sun.” I see wings beat. Good. 

It has understood me. It is the same lark 

as at Montroy, the lark of my childhood. 

It is identically still, its chest swelling to 

the rays like the mirror of a solar power 

station, sel#sh, taking for itself all the 

heat from the radiance. “Sing,” I tell it. It 

sings. “Be drunk.” It seems drunk. I am 

dreaming awake. Nothing but a lark, 

hovering still, all wings vibrant, drunk 

with the Sun. A hallucination.

Nikolaj Bendix Skyum Larsen

Danish artist Nikolaj Bendix Skyum 

Larsen shows a constant and authentic 

interest in the margins, in questions of 

migration and frontiers, of freedom and 

constraint. Placed at the entrance to 

L’Oiseau Volé, his light installation Jour‐

ney points towards these concerns. e 

neon outline of a man refers to the myth 

of Icarus, who “stole” the idea of the 

bird, its conceptual anatomy, in an at‐

tempt to &y with his own wings. is 

sounds just like a reference to Paul Ar‐

denne’s book, "Comment je suis oiseau" : 

How I am a bird – or rather, how I am 

not, because Icarus’s failure was, in a 

way, programmed by the very person 

who made his wings, his father 

Daedalus. In this work, Nikolaj Bendix 

Skyum Larsen also evokes the tragic des‐

tinies of migrants whose future is shaped 

by frontiers and the forces of nature. e 

artist likes to speak of this work as a vi‐

sual poem, a space for re&ection, bearing 

on our own personal journey and on the 

inseparable joy and pain of being 

human, and not a bird.

e curator
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Conrad Bakker, Untitled Project: eBay [Original Replica Great Auk Egg], 2014 

[Replica (HOLLOW)], Oil on wood panel, 9 x 12 inches

Verena Butt d’Espous

Gérald Kerguillec, Untitled (Grand Oiseau), Watercolour on Arches paper, 153cm 

x 135cm

Dan Beudean studio visit

I met Dan Beudean whilst visiting the 

town of Cluj in Roumania, the historical 

and cultural centre of Transylvania. To 

the novice eye of a Western European, 

Cluj is the archetype of a post-soviet 

tow n , w it h phantom i ndust r i a l 

buildings, some remains of Hungarian 

architecture, and rural houses. It is also a 

student town, with many universities in‐

cluding a great medical school and a 

small but vibrant art school. is para‐

doxical environment, which brings to‐

gether a relatively desolated setting and a 

young population, has given birth in the 

mid-2000 to a promising art scene in‐

spired by a rich cultural heritage and the 

disillusion of the post-soviet era.

Initially drawn to Clujan art because of 

my interest for the works of its 

champion, artist Adrian Ghenie, I was 

enthused to discover in Cluj a broad tal‐

ented group of artists working collective‐

ly in a run-down factory: the now in‐

creasingly famous Fabrica de Pensule 

(Paintbrush Factory). In this space, a 

generation of artists are expressing with 

remarkable intensity and skill the 

essence and solitude of mankind. Many 

of them are dedicated to painting. ey 

master colour beautifully and their 

works carry powerful combinations of 

oneirism, pessimism and even hyperre‐

alism. An obvious complicity bonds the 

tenants of this crumbling centre of cre‐

ation, a Romanian contemporary answer 

to Montmartre’s Bateau Lavoir.

Walking through the depressed corri‐

dors of the Factory, every door one 

knocks on opens onto the humble yet vi‐

brant world of a new artist. One of these 

doors opens onto the fascinating and ob‐

scure world of Dan Beudean: here there 

are no paintings - the walls are covered 

with drawings, grey #ngerprints stains, 

and old pieces of cellar tape.

e drawings on his walls depict animals 

(mostly birds - falcons, cuckoos or owls) 

and people, with references to medieval, 

mythological or urban in&uences. e 

works, executed with impeccable skill, 

convey a sense of singular anxiety. ey 

are subtle and intense, dark and humor‐

ous. When asked about the meaning of a 

speci#c piece, Dan Beudean replies 

quickly, with a certain nonchalance, 

quoting his inspirations, and the reasons 

that led him to draw this or that charac‐

ter in this or that situation. He invites us 

into a realm where cuckoo birds de‐

throne the hawk predator, where women 

contortionists die of a lack of attention, 

or where three old kings encounter their 

dead ancestors who warn them about the 

ephemeral nature of super# cia l 

pleasures. Dan Beudean’s speech is spon‐

taneous and un-rehearsed - he is clearly 

inhabited by his drawings, his main 

means of expression, and his answer to 

the world that surrounds him. We leave 

his studio haunted by his works and in‐

trigued by his inspirations. Each and ev‐

ery one of us – a small group of collec‐

tors and art lovers – is captivated.

e Cluj art scene, including Dan 

Beudean, has received increased atten‐

tion from the art world in recent years: 

from leading art galleries such as Blain 

Southern (who was the organiser of our 

initiatory trip to Cluj) or Pace Gallery, 

from the Espace Culturel Louis Vuitton 

in Paris, the San Francisco Museum of 

Modern Art, the Tajan auction house 

(which each year organises an auction in 

support for the Paintbrush Factory), and 

numerous art publications (such as "L'of‐

#ciel Art"). Yet Cluj, and artists like Dan 

Beudean, retain the creative indepen‐

dence and authenticity perhaps more 

typical of a still relatively secluded envi‐

ronment. It is thrilling to see his 

poignant cuckoos and predator birds 

now shown by Analix Forever; I have no 

doubt that they will exert their hypnotic 

effect onto the Parisian public as they 

have on us.

Verena Butt d'Espous, Art collector and 

Partner of e Stolen Bird - e Bird has 

Flown.

Gérald Kerguillec

Gérald Kerguillec is a painter of solitary 

landscapes. ese landscapes do not be‐

long to him; he views them as “common 

places.” He allows himself to be guided 

there by accident, attributing more im‐

portance to the pictorial path than to a 

goal, which would inevitably be 

arbitrary. In his most recent works, great 

aquatic landscapes painted in water‐

colour, which hark back to Impression‐

ism but also to Turner, birds make a sud‐

den appearance. e #rst was painted in 

Argentina at the home of his old friend, 

Luis Felipe Noë, also a painter. ese 

birds, which have always attracted Ker‐

guillec – he knows them well — and 

stimulated his imagination, come physi‐

cally alive in his hands, under his brush. 

“Sometimes I dream of &ying. My paint‐

ings are self-portraits,” says the artist. 

Very much a case of the stolen bird: 

stolen in order to represent himself.

Dan Beudean

Dan Beudean, a product of the scene 

that has developed around the now fa‐

mous University of Art and Design in 

Cluj, draws to live and lives to draw. For 

him, each drawing is his own personal 

way of writing stories and answering the 

questions that life is constantly putting 

to us. His bird drawings are always self-

portraits, with the face and expression 

being supported by hands – the artist’s 

hands, the hands that draw. e graphite 

simultaneously represents and with‐

draws the identity of the bird/artist: pen‐

sive, anguished, sometimes marvelling.

Taken together, these self-portraits also 

refer to the cuckoo that “steals” the fal‐

con’s nest. e cuckoo, this stranger 

without a home, itself places its eggs in 

the falcon’s nest. It becomes a metaphor 

of the world, a little killing machine, a 

paradigm of the multitude of extraordi‐

nary situations that we all encounter ev‐

ery day. For Beudean, the bird is a crea‐

ture we cannot stop: whereas we imagine 

it to be fragile, for the artist it embodies 

a primal force, the same force that keeps 

the world spinning on its axis, without 

ever stopping. e bird as allegory of 

that force which impels Dan Beudean to 

draw, and never stop.
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Frank Perrin, 2014, POLITICAL EAGLES #02 (AFTER BROODTHAERS)

Shaun Gladwell, I Also Live at One In!‐

nite Loop, 2011, video still, unique 

piece + AP, 45x 80 cm

Lydia Venieri, Human Bird, 2013, Mixed media installation Diam. 14 inches, 

Unique piece

Eric Winarto, untitled, 2014, oil on 

linen, 50 x 40 cm

Shaun Gladwell

Shaun Gladwell uses the body – and pri‐

marily his own – and its functions and 

extensions as a working tool. Skateboard, 

sur#ng, motorcycling and all kinds of ac‐

robatics, but also the manipulation of the 

camera itself, are among the activities 

and forms, the ways of existing or “ex‐

tensions” that feature in the perfor‐

mances and dances captured by his 

videos and photographs, but also in his 

paintings, drawings and sculptures. 

Gladwell’s performances oen refer to 

Vitruvian Man but when, on his bike or 

in the sea, he spreads out his arms, he 

also irresistibly evokes a bird, a bird 

ready to take wing. And Gladwell, a pro‐

ponent of parkour, does sometimes take 

to the air himself in an echo of Gino de 

Dominicis or Yves Klein. Aviation, too, 

plays a part in his multiple practices. 

When piloting, he likes to refer to Nancy 

Bird, a great Australian aviator, an iconic 

pioneer and adventurer. And when we 

take a closer look at Gladwell’s works, we 

will be amazed to #nd that birds are ex‐

traordinarily present as referents, like an 

indispensable presence, in his videos, his 

photos, his drawings, and even as a dou‐

ble, in the cockpit.

Conrad Bakker

In the nineteenth century, when the 

species died out, the great auk (Pingui‐

nus Impennis) became synonymous with 

extinction, just like the dodo. Stuffed 

birds and eggs, as well as replicas of 

both, changed hands for high prices 

while brands of cigarettes and whisky as 

well as various companies used the name 

and image of the bird as a logo to pro‐

mote their products. As is his way, Con‐

rad Bakker draws on commercial activi‐

ties and turns them into works of art, 

sculpting the egg of Pinguinus Impennis 

in wood and painting it, and thus offer‐

ing a new “artisanal” life to this object 

that commerce had previously “stolen” 

from nature.

Lydia Venieri

Lydia Venieri’s Greek origins are one ex‐

planation of the cult of nature evidenced 

throughout her work. Steeped in 

mythology, medieval alchemy and 

Mediterranean Orthodox religion, she 

works ingeniously with the themes of ex‐

ile, nomadism and migration, moving 

constantly between these different refer‐

ences. In Human Bird the artist shows us 

the world through the eyes of a caged 

bird. Venieri seems to be hinting, in 

sibylline fashion, that humanity, too, is a 

caged animal, even if the cage here 

seems to re&ect a singular poetics, being 

more like an ark than a prison, an ark in‐

habited by a harmonious &oral composi‐

tion in which the “Human Bird” is 

caught in a trap of glass. Human Bird: an 

ambiguous metaphor for a world that to 

us seems without frontiers but that, in 

reality, limits us and encloses us in a de‐

licious comfort. Here the artist “steals” 

the concept not only of the bird but also 

of the cage, the cage in which she con‐

#nes us. e alternative? Migration. But 

who, nowadays, chooses migration un‐

less they are forced to?

Eric Winarto

Eric Winarto paints and draws. His great 

subject is forests. As Alberto Manguel 

has written, “Eric Winarto’s construc‐

tions are spaces that we cross in order to 

emerge with a greater consciousness of 

our humanity. ey come at the present 

end of a long succession of forests […] 

ese are all forests on the edge of other 

worlds, forests of the night of the soul, of 

erotic agony, of visionary threat, of the 

#nal totterings of old age, of the unfold‐

ing of adolescent longing.” Ever since 

Winarto has been painting and drawing 

Frank Perrin

Photographer Frank Perrin inventories 

our obsessions and the symptom– im‐

ages of post-capitalism. Aer having 

traced, “stolen” and photographed – in 

close-up against a black ground — the 

faces of insubstantial models terri#ed at 

all the emptiness, here we #nd him in 

the studio, capturing the king of birds, 

the magni#cent eagle, radiant with pow‐

er and pride. But Perrin resolutely turns 

his back on naturalism and considers the 

eagle exactly the same way he considers 

those models: as primarily signs. And so 

he subjects the wild American eagle to a 

studio shoot, impeccably blocked out 

and photoshopped, because that is how 

the society of the spectacle and the me‐

dia treat symbols. us, in the hands of 

the person representing it, the eagle be‐

comes a product, an icon, or even an 

ideological propaganda tool. e mag‐

ni#cent eagle is reduced to the status of 

obscure object of desire caught in the 

nets of manipulation. e most surpris‐

ing thing is that this treatment magni#es 

at the same time as it reduces. Such is the 

ambiguity inherent in the gaze that Per‐

rin brings to bear on signs and symbols.
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Robert Montgomery, Proposal for the Dresden Königspavillon Part 2, 2013, archival inkjet on Hahnemühle etching paper, 68 x 

98 cm, framed, edition 1/5 AP

Fernando Prats, Painting of birds, 2014, smoke and canary wing-beat on paper, 150 

x 112 cm

Fernando Prats

Moving between performance and paint‐

ing, Fernando Prats shows, aestheticises 

and exalts the work of the elements. Us‐

ing a “smoke machine,” he blackens with 

charcoal smoke pieces of paper in vari‐

ous formats. ese will be the canvases 

on which he then lets nature do the 

painting. He places his smoked paper in 

some outdoor location, and its local me‐

teorology and speci#cities – oceanic, 

desert, earthquake – does the rest. Paper 

retains the imprint of permanently mov‐

ing nature, of another kind of life. is 

life can also be the life of birds: in his 

studio, Prats builds cages, and canaries, 

doves and other inseparables now be‐

come the master’s assistants. Guiding the 

birds with his own hands, in the cage 

with them, Prats erases the smoke with 

which he has previously covered his pa‐

per or canvas, leaving the extraordinary 

shapes made by the wings. Following on 

from Yves Klein, “the stealer of bodies,” 

Prats “steals” the wing beats of his avian 

assistants and transforms them into so 

many mobile brushes, brushes that are 

lighter and cleverer, more innocent and 

revealing than his own could be. Prats 

makes nature his auxiliary so that paint‐

ing can be rediscovered, again and again.

forests, birds have continued to emerge 

from their luminous ground. Blue birds, 

because Winarto feels a special attrac‐

tion to this immaterial colour. In his 

landscapes, in these inner worlds, the 

bird, that distant presence in an enig‐

matic sky, structures the space. Accord‐

ing to the artist himself, “e freedom 

that attracts me is oen fragile. It is little 

seen, sometimes we are unaware of it, for 

it is oen too small in the immensity of 

the sky or too invisible in our vital every‐

day concerns when survival is the only 

possible orientation. And yet if it is there 

like a beacon to guide us in this 

labyrinth where there is no exit, in this 

ink-thick darkness that carries its own 

shadow, it is because the frail bird always 

touches life at its heart.” e bird as 

guide.

Janet Biggs

Janet Biggs is interested in extreme situa‐

tions and, even more, in the people in‐

volved in such situations. She observes 

them and #lms them with a degree of at‐

tention as extreme as the places and ac‐

tivities themselves. She #lms deep-sha 

miners, wrestlers, speed champions like 

Leslie Port#eld on his bike, and profes‐

sional synchronised swimmers. She #lms 

the Arctic, the Taklamakan Desert, an 

active volcano…

Carpe Diem is a video work which juxta‐

poses two projections, one above the 

other: below, American footballers 

crawling on all fours through an obstacle 

course as part of their training exercises, 

and, above, a hawk tethered to a man’s 

arm, ready to &y away but prevented 

from doing so. e men are like mice 

running through a maze, while the bird 

is trapped. Men, like the hawk, are con‐

trolled by an outside agency. In the #rst 

case, submission is voluntary; in the sec‐

ond, it is imposed. Why, when we have a 

choice, do we so readily give up our free‐

dom? Why do we steal it so oen from 

birds?

RATHER THE RAIN

ON THE WINDOW

OF THE CASTLE

THAN THE CASTLE ITSELF

RATHER THE FLIGHT

OF THE BIRD

RATHER BURNED

THAN CAPTURED

Robert Montgomery

Robert Montgomery is a post-situation‐

ist poet and artist who con#gures his 

own words and sentences as LED light 

works, burnt sculptures, watercolours 

and a host of other forms. He places 

these works in public space with a view 

to capturing attention, usually in unex‐

pected ways – again in reference to that 

post-situationist tradition. e artist’s 

aim is to #ght images with words, words 

that, at the very least, mine the collective 

consciousness and our own thoughts. 

e artist’s poems may be read on appro‐

priated advertising hoardings in London 

and Berlin, transformed into a moving 

luminous announcement on a truck in 

Istanbul, or seen in &ames outside the 

Louvre in Paris, or again, very modestly, 

visible to only a small number of eyes on 

what might be a disused hen coop, the 

antithesis of the spectacle.

Birds and their feathers become the re‐

ceptacles of our sleep and protect us 

from the invasion of our nights and our 

cities by advertising, by consumption, by 

the soulless capitalism that Robert 

Montgomery works to efface. e birds 

“stolen” by Montgomery serenade our 

dreams and remind us of the fundamen‐

tal values that are those of the artist.
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Fernando Prats, Lugar para una acción de pintura, 2014, Steel, paper, wood and 

smoke, 115 x 79 x 56 cm

A bird’s body in a man’s name

is time I had to be the #rst to leave the 

party. e booze was good, the banter 

sparkling, and some of the women 

danced in rhythm: it all looked perfect. 

But I gradually became aware of an itch 

on my neck. I slid my hand under my 

shirt collar and recognised the coming 

scene. At such moments I have just a few 

minutes to camou&age my metamorpho‐

sis, to collect my things, to offer some 

excuse about a plane at daybreak and 

make myself scarce. Which is what I 

promptly set about doing, as calmly as I 

could, without alerting anyone. Tense‐

ness, approximation, panic are exactly 

what you must avoid when the scene 

starts. I have learnt to hold in the 

spasms, to muffle the asthma: time aer 

time I have fought to keep my balance 

on the wire, not to fall. is tightrope 

trick is a science. What is about to be‐

come visible must remain invisible. My 

second life must not be shown.

Alone in the li, facing the mirror, I 

undo two shirt buttons and observe the 

brown and russet plumage. Now cover‐

ing half my torso. Reaching home, I note 

that my nose has the form of a beak, my 

human eyes are bird’s eyes, my arms are 

wings, my hands, long, claw-like legs. It 

is not dangerous. Ever since birth I’ve 

been living with the rules and whims of 

the to and fro between Man and Bird. As 

a child I was surrounded by mates who 

dreamed of being double agents and 

couldn’t understand why I didn’t share 

such fantasies. It was because I already 

embodied the consummate form of a 

body in a name and a name in a body. 

Bird &esh, this nightingale that, out of a 

taste for accents and timbres, I shall later 

take through its symbols as rossignol, 

nachtigall, usignolo or bülbül in Turkey 

and the Orient, yes, this &esh had no 

need to piece together another destiny. I 

was a double avian, I am the double 

avian at a time when children-gone-

adult have jettisoned their wild desire.

Aer a night of partying, when the 

metamorphosis is total and I must take 

off this suit, untie those black laces, 

throw off the fancy lace bits one by one 

and dive into bed, it is, I admit, no sim‐

ple matter. Here I am, the drunken bird. 

e nightingale goes through the differ‐

ent envelopes of albatross and auk. e 

new body is slow to #nd its bearings. It’s 

late to understand human temporality, 

stars, sheets, the sound of a second hand 

and the dial of a watch. Silence. e ra‐

dio that in exactly three hours time will 

blast out its piano and sax at the #rst 

light of day. My second life pops up just 

when I think I’m in control of the #rst. 

e feathers are revelations of being. 

Revolution is knocking.

Walled in for a few weeks in the apart‐

ment in Rue Pigalle, my only exit the 

narrow opening of the bay window af‐

fording access to the balcony, I weigh 

about twenty grams and I live a life busy 

with the mess of the nest, the rituals of 

song, the gauging of distance in &ight, 

berries, spiders and tiny insects, branch‐

es, so green moss, the urges of love, 

pleasure. All exchange with humans is 

gone. Only song has meaning. My mind 

set on melody, I warble, I twitter, I trill, 

think only of tempo, playing on slow and 

fast, hopping from one nuance to anoth‐

er, intertwining staccato and legato, 

hours of headiness, of virtuosity, pianis‐

simo and fortissimo, by day and by night 

– by day especially. e great chorus am‐

pli#ed by the light, music against the 

rape of Philomela by Tereus, King of 

race.

Where does this double life come from? 

From having almost not been born?

e start: getting out. Slowly pulling my‐

self out, in an intensity always to be rein‐

vented. Pulling myself out of another 

body, in the month of July, almost out of 

sight.

My conception is a battle. A woman – 

you can call her mother if that kind of 

prehistoric category matters to you – 

#ghts to the bitter end to have a child. 

e doctor has a barbarous name for 

these complications: ectopic pregnancy. 

e egg clung to the wrong spot, chose 

the wrong direction, settled not in the 

uterus but in a fallopian tube. Displace‐

ment. Migration. Geographical distor‐

tion. How was birth for me? Hazardous, 

exhausting, full of ordeals and risks. 

Branded by the trauma, the body decides 

to wear its name until death. You think 

you are seeing a man but it’s a bird. You 

think I am completely used to the hop‐

ping carapace and my warbling and my 

trills, but see, now I’m a man again. 

What’s in a name?

Spring is fading. No more 24 April. I am 

invited to a party. Winter looms. I’ll have 

a chance to dance and I’ll not sing in 

public.

Jean-Philippe Rossignol, writer, editor, 

and sometimes Nightingale.
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Julien Serve, Birds of Ill Omen. Installation, ink on paper, 2014, variable dimensions

e Birds of Ill Omen

Julien Serve, with his drawings, creates 

an imaginary movie club based on Bon‐

nie and Clyde and Once upon a Time in 

the West. In these #lms, birds are associ‐

ated with death or, more exactly, imme‐

diate execution. e &ight of birds be‐

comes a presage of killing and the birds, 

the #rst to see the barrels ready to #re, 

distract the attention of the future victim 

by taking &ight. 

Julien Serve’s birds take &ight from the 

wall. On earth, man is dying.
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Robert Gligorov, Bobe's Legend, 1998, (9’), colour, digital video displayed as

Janet Biggs, Carpe Diem, 2003–4, Two-channel video installation

single-channel DVD projection; stereo

e video is a metaphor for the aban‐

donment of the nest and the inability to 

grow. e Legend of Bobe is a reference 

to the adoptive father of Robert (Pave 

Matulic-known as Bobe), farmer and 

#sherman on the island of Brac (Dalma‐

tia / Croatia), where the artist lived his 

childhood. e strong link with Bobe 

has greatly in&uenced the artist's rela‐

tionship with the animal world. Bobe 

gave birth to the bird...

VIDEO FOREVER 
19 * Video Birds *

Venue : Musée de la Chasse et de la Na‐

ture, rue des Archives, Paris 3ème

Paul Ardenne, author of How I am a 

Bird (2014) , wi l l introduce the 

screening, which is linked to the exhibi‐

tion “e Stolen Bird/e Bird Has 

Flown” (L’Oiseau Volé, Galerie Vanessa 

Quang, Paris 3è, opening September 6).

Animals have been part of artistic ex‐

pression since time immemorial. From 

the Palaeolithic age to the present day, 

animals have always accompanied man’s 

aesthetic conceptions and representa‐

tions of the world. From the holy ibis of 

pharaonic Egypt to the winged compan‐

ions of Saint Francis of Assisi to Bran‐

cusi’s e Cock, birds have always occu‐

pied a privileged position among the 

artistic forms inspired by the animal 

kingdom, as they do in that kingdom it‐

self. e animalisation of artistic expres‐

sion represents both a tribute and a strat‐

egy, with the bird playing a role that is 

both cognitive and symbolic. Watching it 

live, appropriating its images or its feath‐

ers, man works out his own position 

among living beings, while consolidating 

his dominion.

e use of the bird #gure by contempo‐

rary artists is like contemporary art 

itself: diverse, diffracted, multiform and 

open. Far from the traditional stereo‐

types of freedom, lightness, travel or ro‐

manticism associated with the bird, it 

now serves contemporary artists’ more 

general ambition to probe the essence of 

life, whether biological, ecological or po‐

litical. And not to forget the music...
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